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Abstract 

Declarative development of the presentation level of database-driven information systems 

was always a main goal for the development technologies. However, it is just partially 

attained, for a limited set of design patterns, while the general approaches still rely on 

procedural code. This paper formally defines a set of integrity constraints, as part of a 

presentation-purpose logical data model. The automatic enforcement of the respective 

integrity constraints constitutes the declarative support for any implementation technology 

of the proposed presentation model. 
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1. Introduction 

Database-driven information systems architecture 

has traditionally two different logical layers [1] [2]: 

one that holds all the specific user perspectives (user 

views – UV) on the information system, the other that 

integrates all those particular perceptions about the 

“universe of discourse” [3] into one community view 

(CV). 

Since it holds the unified representation of the 

system’s persistent data, the community view was 

historically developed by database professionals, 

being based on strong theoretical grounds. In order to 

gain physical data independence, the community view 

was split into a conceptual level and a 

physical/internal level. The most important 

theoretical contribution that facilitated the 

development of a class of technologies capable to 

implement these architectural levels is the relational 

model [4] [5] [6]. The fact that the great majority of 

the current database management systems (DBMSs) 

rely on its mathematical definition ensures a high 

degree of physical data independence, facilitating 

data portability, and, not least, a common mindset for 

the database professionals. Moreover, an important 

part of the community view can be expressed 

declaratively, through the essential data structure of 

the relational model (i.e., the relation), a set of 

integrity constraints (e.g., primary keys, foreign 

keys), and a set of mathematical operators known as 

the “relational algebra” [2] [7]. 

On the other hand, the user views of the system 

are built using numerous development technologies, 

from general-purpose languages (e.g., C, Java) to 

domain specific languages (DSLs) [8] [9] and front 

end development frameworks, like Microsoft .Net 

[10], Oracle Application Development Framework 

[11], Eclipse [12], and many others. Although they 

strive to provide a high level of abstraction, through 

declarative facilities and object oriented features, 

these technologies are not able to ensure the same 

level of data independence as the relational DBMSs, 

since they are not built around a logical data model 

with a mathematical definition. Consequently, at 

some point of the system’s development, the 

programmers still have to write procedural code, in 

order to implement all the “presentation rules” [13] 

expected by the business user. 

The main purpose of our paper is to extend the 

formal definition of a presentation-purpose logical 

data model [14] [15], through a set of integrity 

constraints. The proposed constraints will provide the 

theoretical ground for the declarative specification of 

the presentation component of the system. 

Section 2 discusses similar approaches; Section 3 

contains a brief presentation of the considered data 

model, in terms of data structures and logical 

operators; Section 4 provides the formal definitions of 

the proposed integrity constraints, and Section 5 

concludes with considerations about the scope of the 

presentation model. 

 

2. Current technologies from a conceptual 

perspective 

There are many technologies available today for 

the development of the user views in database-driven 

information systems. At the implementation level, 
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they have to comply with various technical 

requirements, usually related to the compatibility with 

some specific software platforms. However, from a 

conceptual point of view, they all strive to provide 

similar features for the automation of the 

development process. Considering the facilities for 

declarative development, there are two main 

approaches followed by all these technologies. 

The first approach is related to the attempt to 

generate the user view metadata (i.e., the presentation 

level data structures) from the conceptual schema of 

the community view. Thus, the entities from the 

database level are (automatically) transformed in data 

collections specific to a particular development 

technology. The tools employed for this task are 

called object-relational mappers [16] [17] [18] [19], 

and their main purpose is to synchronize the metadata 

of the community view with the metadata of the user 

view.  

In many cases, the semantic complexity of the 

community data, which have to integrate a large 

number of user views, requires a high level of 

generalization for the data entities of the database. 

Consequently, the transformations/mappings between 

the database entities and the data structures of the 

user views will have to incorporate the whole 

semantic complexity of the generalization/ 

specialization process. For this reason, the automation 

facilities provided for simple one-to-one mappings 

cannot be used in systems with a higher level of 

sematic complexity. 

The second approach that facilitates the 

declarative development of the information system is 

represented by the usage of a data model as 

theoretical support for the conceptual representation 

of the user views. The typical example in this regard 

is the ADO.NET Entity Framework [20] [21], which 

implements a version of the entity-relationship model 

at the application level. The main objectives of this 

approach are: 

 To minimize the impedance mismatch, based 

on the natural match between the application 

‘entities’ and the relational data structures; 

 To raise the level of abstraction in application 

design, through integrity constraints 

(declarative) specification. 

While the first objective is attained by native 

metadata compatibility, the second objective is just 

partially achieved, due to the fact that the Entity Data 

Model comes with a limited set of integrity 

constraints (like keys and relationships [21]), 

conceived mostly to express static properties of 

(persistent) data, but not as much appropriate for the 

specification of all the dynamic aspects related to data 

presentation. 

Our Presentation Model follows the same 

objectives, but it is more limited in scope (the logical 

specification of the presentation level) and introduces 

a set of (presentation specific) integrity constraints, as 

key ingredients for the declarative specification of the 

most common presentation rules. 

An important aspect which has to be emphasized, 

related to the introduction of a formal data model at 

the presentation level of the system, is the fact that it 

usually enables graphical representations, like those 

expressed by the entity-relationship diagrams used in 

database design. This can bring multiple advantages 

related to the computer aided design of the system, 

and, not at least, can shift the programmer’s mindset 

from “code writing” to “system design”. 

 

3. Data Structures and Logical Operators 

The presentation model defines a unique, 

essential, data constructor: the “array of tuples” [7]. 

The formal definition of the array is based in the 

mathematical formalism introduced by Bert de Brock 

and Frans Remmen [22] [23], and described by Lex 

de Haan and Toon Koppelaars [24]. 

In terms of the considered mathematical 

formalism, the array is defined as follows [15]. 

If T is considered to be a table on the set H, then: 

”AR is an ARRAY”  AR = (current;T)   

‘seq_no’H   

(tT: t(seq_no)ℕ\{0}   

  t(seq_no)  T)   

( t1, t2T: t1t2  

   t1(seq_no)  t2(seq_no) )  

( T  current{t(seq_no) | tT} )   

( T= current=0 ). 

Since formal definition the array is based on the 

formal specification of a table (i.e. relation), the 

presentation model can employ all the operators 

contained by the relational algebra. Besides those 

classical operators, a set of array operators are needed 

[15]: 

 Cardinality (a) 

 The Extract Attribute Value operator 

(get_att_val) 

 The Extract Current Tuple operator 

(get_tuple) 

 The Get Cursor operator (get_current) 

 The Set Cursor operator (set_current) 

 The Array to Table conversion operator 

(A2T) 

 The Table to Array conversion operator 

(T2A) 

 The Tuple Insert operator (insert_tuple) 

 The (Current) Tuple Update operator 

(update_tuple) 

 The (Current) Tuple Delete operator 

(delete_tuple) 

 Next() 

 Prior() 

 First() 

 Last() 

It has to be said that the last four operators, named 

also navigation operators, are just shortcuts for some 

expressions involving the operators get_current() 

and/or set_current(): 
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next(AR) := set_current(AR, get_current(AR)+1),  

  if get_current(AR)a(AR); 

        := AR, otherwise. 

prior(AR) := set_current(AR, get_current(AR)-1),  

  if get_current(AR)>1; 

         := AR, otherwise. 

first(AR) := set_current(AR, 1), if 2(AR)  ; 

        := AR, otherwise. 

last(AR) := set_current(AR, a(AR)). 

 

4. Integrity Constraints 

The user view skeleton is formally defined 

like a set-valued function. 

Definition: ”UV_S : AR  (AT) is a user 

view skeleton”  

”AR is the set of the array structure names 

contained in the user view”  

”AT is the set of the attribute names of the 

arrays contained in AR”  

/* array-specific requirement */ 

( ARiAR: seq_noUV_S(ARi) ). 

The characterization of an array structure is 

formally defined like a set-valued function. 

Definition: ”chr_ARi : UV_S(ARi)  (D) is 

a characterization for the array structure ARi”  

”D is the set of all the possible values of the 

attributes contained in AT”  

/* array-specific requirement */ 

( chr_ARi(seq_no)  ℕ\{0} ). 

Note: every element of the function chr_ARi, 

i.e., every attribute-domain pair, represents an 

attribute constraint, or an a priori constraint.  

For every array structure, it is defined a tuple 

universe, as the set of all the admissible tuples for the 

given array structure. 

tup_ARi := { t | t( chr_ARi)  

    P1(t)  P2(t)  …  Pn(t) },  

where: 

Pi(t) – represent tuple predicates, or tuple 

constraints. 

For every array structure, it is defined a table 

universe, as the set of all the admissible tables for the 

second coordinate of the array with the given array 

structure. 

tab_ARi := { TAB | TAB(tup_ARi)  

  /* array-specific requirement */ 

  ( tTAB: t(seq_no)  T )  

  ( t1, t2T: t1t2   

   t1(seq_no)  t2(seq_no) )  

  /* user defined constraints */ 

P1(TAB)  P2(TAB)  …  

Pn(TAB) }, 

where: 

Pi(TAB) – represent table predicates, or table 

constraints. 

For every array structure, it is defined an array 

universe, as the set of all the admissible arrays for the 

given array structure. 

arr_ARi := { ARR | ARR ℕ x tab_ARi  

  /* array-specific requirement */ 

 ( 2(ARR)  

   1(ARR){t(seq_no) | t2(ARR)} )  

 ( 2(ARR)=  1(ARR)=0 ) }. 

The user view characterization is formally 

defined as a set valued function: 

UV_CHR : AR  ( arr_AR1  arr_AR2  … 

  arr_ARn ), 

where: 

UV_CHR(ARi) = arr_ARi,  

i: 1 i n  ARiAR. 

The user view universe is defined as the set of 

all admissible states of the user view, as follows. 

UV_U := { uvs | uvs(UV_CHR)  

 P1(uvs)  P2(uvs)  …  Pn(uvs) }, 

where: 

Pi(uvs) – represent user view predicates, or 

user view constraints. 

The state transition universe of the user view 

has the following formal definition: 

ST_UV_U := { (uvs1;uvs2) |  

                             uvs1,uvs2UV_U   

                             P1(uvs1, uvs2)   

            P2(uvs1, uvs2)  …  

                             Pn(uvs1, uvs2) }, 

where: 

Pi(uvs1, uvs2) – represent user view state 

transition predicates, or user view state transition 

constraints. 

All the integrity constraints defined so far are 

defined as close as possible from the corresponding 

database definitions. The part of the system which 

doesn’t have yet a formal specification is represented 

by the transformations/mappings between the 

integrated community view (i.e., the database) and the 

considered user view of the system.  

The presentation model formally defines them 

as part of two State Transition Universes of the 

System: 

 The Update Transitions Universe of the 

System (ST_System_Update_U); 

 The Refresh Transitions Universe of the 

System (ST_System_Refresh_U). 

The first is meant to specify the UV DB 

transformations; the second is meant to specify the 

DB  UV transformations. Any transaction initiated 

by the end user at the user view level should be 

accepted if and only if all the integrity constraints 

specified as part of: 

 The User View Universe (UV_U); 

 The State Transition Universe of the User 

View (ST_UV_U); 

 The Database Universe (DB_U); 

 The State Transition Universe of the 

Database (ST_DB_U); 

 The Update Transitions Universe of the 

System (ST_System_Update_U); 

 The Refresh Transitions Universe of the 

System (ST_System_Refresh_U); 
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are satisfied. 

How all these integrity constraints will be 

enforced is a matter of implementation and should be 

automatically determined by the system. 

The enforcement of the database constraints 

(defined at the DB_U and ST_DB_U level) is outside 

the scope of the presentation model. 

The Update Transitions Universe is defined 

based on a formal specification of a system state, 

represented as an ordered pair, (dbs;uvs), whose first 

element is a database state and the second, a user 

view state. 

ST_System_Update_U := { 

((dbs1;uvs1);(dbs2;uvs2)) |  

dbs1,dbs2DB_U  uvs1UV_U  

uvs2UV_U∗  

( dbs1=dbs2  (dbs1;dbs2)ST_DB_U )  

P1((dbs1;uvs1), (dbs2;uvs2))  

P2((dbs1;uvs1), (dbs2;uvs2)) 

 …  Pn((dbs1;uvs1), (dbs2;uvs2)) }, 

where: 

Pi((dbs1;uvs1), (dbs2;uvs2)) – represent 

system update predicates, or system update 

constraints; 

UV_U∗ has the same definition as UV_U, but 

without the user defined tuple constraints and user 

defined table constraints. 

UV_U∗ := { uvs | uvs(UV_CHR∗) }, 

where:  

UV_CHR∗(ARi) := arr_ARi
∗, ARiAR; 

arr_ARi
∗ := { ARR | ARR ℕ x tab_ARi

∗  

  /* array-specific requirements */ 

  ( 2(ARR)  

  1(ARR){t(seq_no) |    

   t2(ARR)} )  

  ( 2(ARR)=  1(ARR)=0 ) }; 

tab_ARi
∗  := { TAB | TAB(tup_ARi

∗)  

  /* array-specific requirements */ 

  ( tTAB: t(seq_no)  T )  

  ( t1, t2T: t1t2  

   t1(seq_no)  t2(seq_no) ) }; 

tup_ARi
∗ := { t | t(chr_ARi) }. 

The Refresh Transitions Universe of the 

System is formally defined as follows. 

ST_System_Refresh_U := { 

((dbs;uvs1);(dbs;uvs2)) |  

dbsDB_U  uvs1UV_U∗  uvs2UV_U 

 P1((dbs;uvs1), (dbs;uvs2))  

 P2((dbs;uvs1), (dbs;uvs2)) 

 …  Pn((dbs;uvs1), (dbs;uvs2)) },  

where: 

Pi((dbs;uvs1), (dbs;uvs2)) – represent user 

view refresh predicates, or user view refresh 

constraints. 

To ensure the consistency of the system 

(DB+UV), some compensatory updates should be 

performed. After their completion, the arrays of the 

user view will take the values returned by the queries 

specified in their corresponding refresh constraints 

definition. The sequence in which those queries will 

be (automatically) performed can be determined from 

a dependency graph, automatically built, based on the 

arguments declared at design time for the operator 

get_att_val(), as part of the refresh constraints 

specification. The dependency graph is directed and 

should be acyclic. The fact that the dependency graph 

is acyclic should be verified and enforced at design 

time.  

 

5. Conclusions 

The presentation model is meant to be a logical 

data model (like the relational model), appropriate 

for the user interface specification. The model 

provides support only for the category of user views 

exposed to the end user, usually through graphical 

user interfaces. However, it is orthogonal to the 

graphical representation of data. 

The model can’t be used for the logical 

formulation of ad-hoc queries; for this, we usually 

don’t need to ‘leave’ the relational model. Our model 

is limited to the presentation function, where there is 

no need for complex data manipulation capabilities 

(which have a better support in a relational context, at 

the database level). In this respect, the prescribed 

operators of the model should be used, at design time, 

only for integrity constraints specification. 

The behavior expected at the user interface level 

(e.g., data filtering, data ordering, master-detail 

navigation, etc.) will be achieved only through 

(automatic) integrity constraints enforcement. In this 

respect, “compensatory updates” [2] (like the 

CASCADE updates/deletes for the foreign keys, in 

the relational model) should be used extensively. 
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